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The issue in a nutshell

Rapid urbanisation and climate change are two mega-dynamics of our times that profoundly re-configure our societies and economies. The numbers are well rehearsed. More than half of all people already live in cities, by 2050 it will be 70% and basically all future population growth will occur in cities. Cities are also at the centre of our global response to climate change. They account for 70% of all energy-related CO₂ emissions. And cities, particularly its poorer residents that often live in precarious conditions, are bearing the brunt from the extreme weather events associated with rising temperatures.

At the same time, corruption is one of the major challenges to effective governance from local to international level. Commonly defined as abuse of power for private gain it takes a variety of different forms and shapes from street-level bribery for services all the way to state capture. Corruption is ubiquitous and consequential. To just flag a few top-line figures: Around 25% of households across developing countries typically have to pay bribes when accessing essential services in a given year. Corruption is estimated to eat up between 10-40% of precious public resources, it corrodes essential trust in governments and markets and the majority of people around the world think it has gotten worse.¹

This means, that when devising an effective urban response to climate change and when plotting strategies to channel urbanisation into inclusive human development it is of paramount importance to take into account how corruption intersects with these dynamics and how it can be addressed in a practical manner. This briefing note complements the webinar on this issue. It presents empirical evidence for how corruption impacts upon various policy parameters and dynamics related to climate change. Then it adopts a risk perspective to assess corruption challenges in cities and finally it offers some practical action options for different stakeholder groups to engage on addressing corruption in the urban climate change challenge.

The big empirical picture – how corruption affects climate change and environmental policies

There is an extensive body of evidence that documents the pernicious effects of corruption on environmental and climate change related issues. Of relevance to mitigation, more corruption is associated with higher per capita CO2 emission levels and higher rates of illicit deforestation. Corruption waters down the stringency of energy and environmental policies. It paves the way for manipulating air pollution reporting, more extensive use of coal in China and it facilitates the large-scale cheating on car emission tests in Mexico City or New York. The higher corruption levels the longer it takes for countries to reach a turning point in their economic development from which rising incomes are not any more linked to higher but lower per capita pollution levels (the so called environmental Kuznets curve).

Equally problematic and well documented are the impacts of corruption on parameters of relevance to climate change vulnerability and adaptation: Higher corruption levels are significantly associated with less access to improved drinking water and sanitation, as well as lower infrastructure quality more generally at city level, all key areas for implementing effective adaptation efforts. Industry surveys highlight that the construction industry is one of the sectors most afflicted by corrupt practices. 83% of all deaths from building collapses in earthquakes in the last 30 years occurred in highly corrupt countries due to massive corruption-fuelled violations of building codes. This track record is troubling, because amending such building rules and enforcing their implementation will be essential to protect the built environment against more frequent flooding, storms and other extreme weather fall-outs associated with climate change. Yet corruption also undermines climate resilience on a more fundamental level: it has been amply documented to corrode social capital, public trust and community cohesion, all important factors in building resilient cities. Moreover, risk analyses indicate that emergency relief and humanitarian aid have several characteristics, such as rapid deployment of resources in weak-governance contexts, that make them exceptionally vulnerable to corruption, thus posing additional obstacles for emergency responses in extreme climate events. Finally, there is also troubling early evidence that a history of high corruption leads countries into climate policy-making that is less ambitious and less cooperative at international level.
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An urban risk perspective – how salient are corruption risk factors in the urban climate response

Against this backdrop of multiple well documented adverse effects of corruption on environmental/climate practices and policies, what are the distinctive risk profiles for cities and the climate challenges they face? A scan of the major drivers of corruption and how they apply to urban environments points at an exceptionally high and imminent urban climate corruption challenge:

- **Risk factor 1: A high corruption context – norms and practices that abet corruption**

Eight out of ten countries expected to experience the most rapid urbanisation dynamics between 2014 and 2050 are regarded as significantly corrupt and rank in the bottom half of a global ranking in terms of perceived corruption levels. Likewise, eight out of ten countries most vulnerable to extreme weather events rank among the bottom third of most corrupt countries in the world. This points to a perfect storm of high corruption, climate and urbanisation stressors coinciding in many urban areas.

- **Risk factor 2: Fragmented governance framework and low capacities – entry points for corrupt behaviour and weakened oversight**

Many fast-growing cities have long outgrown their official governance boundaries. As a result, the central municipal authorities cover only fractions of actual city residents in a metropolitan area (e.g. less than half of the actual residents in cities such as Manila, Kolkata, Buenos Aires, Jakarta or Karachi). Coordinating policies across the entire functional governance area of a city therefore often requires to sync up dozens (Sao Paulo, Mexico City) or even hundreds (Abidjan) of fragmented local jurisdictions. Capacity challenges are also paramount for the urban climate response. Smaller cities with lower governance capacities will be at the centre of urbanisation in the years to come, yet they also have less capacity to deal with climate change. Crucial technical expertise is in extremely short supply. Whereas countries such as the UK have 37 certified urban planners per 100,000 people South Africa has to make do with only 3 per 100,000 people, while in India one of the biggest urbanizers in scale and scope this ratio is as low as 0.23.

- **Risk factor 3: Service shortages and bottlenecks: inviting illicit gate-keepers, corrupt competition**

Large segments of urban residents are still excluded from essential public services. Swelling urban populations in combination with more frequent services outages and failures in case of extreme weather events put further pressure on these scarce services, opening opportunities for corrupt brokers and gatekeepers to extract extra payments and lock in predatory provision systems. For example, an estimated 150 million city dwellers face perennial water shortages, a number that is expected to climb up to 1 billion by 2050. Such shortages further empower corrupt water rackets and raise water prices for the poor with corruption as both a driver and result of such shortage conditions.

- **Risk factor 4: Influx of massive resources to fund complex, large-scale projects: multiple leakage points and opportunities for project mis-specifications tailored to vested interests**

Developed countries have agreed to provide at least USD 100 billion per year for climate finance. These sums pose considerable challenges for financial management and for the tracking of flows down to national and local level. At the same time, protecting large-scale urban infrastructures against the impact
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17 See LSE Cities: Governing city populations: https://lsecities.net/media/objects/articles/governing-city-populations/en-gb/
of climate change often means to initiate highly technical, complex and multi-faceted infrastructure projects, such as upgraded sewage and drainage systems, dams or storm surge barriers. All these require particularly careful project design and implementation oversight in order to ensure that specifications do not favour politically connected bidders and illicit enrichment can hide behind short-cuts in execution.

- **Risk factor 5: Vested interests dominate public interest in local climate response**

The distribution of power at local level does not bode well for inclusive, equitable urban climate responses. Poor urban communities in precarious conditions and settlements are the most vulnerable and should be at the centre of effective adaptation yet they are most likely to have very limited voice and power in urban decision-making. Similarly, future generations and a dispersed general public are the prime beneficiaries of mitigation, while present related costs often fall on powerful, concentrated industries and interests. And these uneven power configurations take place against a general backdrop of urban policy-making that many believe is already tilted towards the rich and influential. For example, more than three-quarters of urban residents in a sample of African cities believe that due to corruption it is public officials and the rich that benefit most from urban reforms. 60% think the same in Asian cities.

All this suggests that climate policy capture by special interests is a distinctive risk in many cities.

**What to do? Practical options for addressing the urban climate corruption challenge**

Corruption risks in urban responses to climate change and environmental problems are high and imminent, yet not insurmountable. Viable engagement options exist for all stakeholders.

**City governments**

City leaders and their administrations can deploy diagnostic tools, such as *the local integrity system analysis* to take a thorough look at all local-level institutions that support integrity, identify the weakest areas in urgent need of reform and use this exercise to convene relevant local stakeholders to jointly prioritise and plot integrity reforms. City governments can also harness existing templates, standards and peer learning communities to raise the transparency and efficacy of key anti-corruption safeguards. They can adopt *open budgets* and *open contracting practices*, upgrade systems for *disclosing beneficial ownership in real estate* and land holdings (the natural persons that ultimately own and exercise control over the property/land) or rely on tried and tested ways for more *effective asset, income and interest declarations* for public officials.

**Private sector**

Businesses can play a pivotal, albeit often overlooked role in advancing a city integrity agenda. At local level they can join or help launch *integrity pacts* – multi-stakeholder partnerships to strengthen anti-corruption and monitoring mechanisms – when participating in large-scale public works projects. At sectoral level they can also partake in the *Construction Sector Transparency Initiative*, that facilitates learning and assists construction companies in shoring up compliance and integrity throughout their operational value chains.
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Civil society

Civil society groups can mobilise their constituencies or engage directly with an extensive set of social accountability mechanisms, from participatory budgeting to social audits. They can help track the flow of climate funds down to project level, support the design of inclusive and appropriate adaptation and mitigation policies and lend a critical friend perspective to some of the collective action mechanisms already mentioned above. Civil society groups can also spark a race to the top and incentivise responsible city leadership by ranking and comparing cities in a country with regard to their transparency and integrity qualities, as for example is being done for broader transparency measures in Slovakia, the Ukraine or exclusively on open budgets in South Africa.

Donors

Finally, donors can bring great momentum to urban climate integrity initiatives. They can support local integrity champions and their initiatives, as well as helping build critical capacities, for example anti-corruption education for urban planners. Equally important, they can align their own implementation practices with progressive transparency and accountability standards. For example, donors can adhere to transparency and reporting standards for their programming, such as the ones laid out by the International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI). And they can adapt lessons learnt in tackling corruption in humanitarian assistance to cut corruption vulnerabilities in emergency response and relief efforts.

As this brief overview highlights, tackling corruption risks in the urban response to climate change can rely on a plethora of established methodologies, practical mechanisms and collective action initiatives. No city has to go it alone. There are plenty of engagement opportunities for all stakeholders to do their part in ensuring that our path towards cities that create sustainable prosperity for all and are central engines in responding to climate change is not derailed by corruption.

Action assets and policy resources
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a Integrity Systems Analysis: https://www.transparency.org/whatwedo/publication/local_integrity_system_assessment_toolkit
c Open contracting initiative: https://www.open-contracting.org/
f Integrity pacts: https://www.transparency.org/whatwedo/tools/integrity_pacts/5
g Construction sector transparency initiative: http://www.constructiontransparency.org/home
h Knowledge repository on social accountability mechanisms: http://www.thegosa.org/sa/
i Climate funds tracking: https://policy-practice.oxfamamerica.org/work/climate-change/adaptation-finance-accountability-initiative-afai/
j Open cities analysis: Slovakia example: http://samosprava.transparency.sk/
k Open cities analysis: Ukraine example: https://transparenctcities.in.ua/en/
l Open budgets at subnational level: https://www.internationalbudget.org/publications/introduction-of-the-south-africa-metro-open-budget-index/
m Anti-corruption course module for urban planners: www.transparency.org/urbanintegrity
n International aid transparency initiative: https://www.aidtransparency.net/